
Celebrity-Approved Styles: 4 Statement Pieces for Your Wardrobe

Have you ever spotted a celebrity rocking an outfit and thought, "I need that in my wardrobe!"? Well, 

you're not alone. Celebrities have the power to influence fashion trends, and their style choices often 

become the talk of the town. We at Perona understand the allure of celebrity-approved fashion, and 

that's why we've curated this blog boasting the collection of statement pieces that have been donned by 

some of the biggest names in the entertainment industry.

We know fashion is not just about dressing up; it's a statement of your personality and style. As 

mentioned above, when it comes to celebrity fashion, Perona has been making waves with its 

high-quality, eco-friendly designs that have caught the eye of several high-profile personalities. Perona's 

designs are more than just mere garments; they're works of art that seamlessly blend sustainability, 

craftsmanship, and modernity. So, without any further ado, let’s check out Perona’s celebrity-approved 

styles. 

Why is Perona a Celebrity Favorite?

Perona has quickly become a go-to choice for celebrities who value impeccable craftsmanship, 

sustainable practices, and cutting-edge designs. Several factors contribute to Perona's rising popularity 

among the glitterati:

https://www.perona.com/


1. Sustainable Luxury: Perona's commitment to sustainability is a key selling point. The brand 

offers a guilt-free indulgence for conscious consumers by using eco-friendly materials and 

processes.

2. Impeccable Craftsmanship: Each piece from Perona is a testament to the brand's 

dedication to quality and attention to detail. Their designs are meticulously crafted, 

ensuring both style and durability.

3. Exclusive Designs: Perona's team of talented designers constantly pushes the boundaries of 

fashion, creating unique and innovative pieces that stand out from the crowd.

4. Celebrity Endorsements: As more and more celebrities embrace Perona's designs, the 

brand's popularity skyrockets, solidifying its status as a coveted fashion label.

5 Must-Have Celebrity-Approved Statement Pieces from Perona

Without further ado, let's dive into the five statement pieces from Perona that have caught the eyes of 

some of the most stylish celebrities:

Jason Overshirt - Worn by R Madhavan

R Madhavan was seen sporting the Black Jason Overshirt, crafted from 100% sustainable Japanese 

cotton. This stylish shirt for men is perfect for those looking to combine casual comfort with a touch of 

class. The CPB dyeing process used significantly reduces gas emissions and water usage, making it an 

excellent choice for the environmentally conscious. With a regular fit, button closure, and chest pockets 

secured with flaps, this overshirt is timeless in design and versatility. You can style this overshirt with a 

white round-neck tee and denim jeans for a perfect match. 

Key Features:

● 100% sustainable Japanese cotton

● Eco-friendly CPB dyeing process

● Regular fit with button closure

● Timeless and versatile

Gloria Handbag - Carried by Guneet Monga



Donned by the famous film producer, the Gloria handbag is a testament to Perona's dedication to style 

and sustainability. This geometric-shaped minimalistic bag features soft structured gussets and a 

distinctive trapezoidal silhouette. Crafted with LWG-certified premium Italian leather and lined with 

premium linen, this bag not only adds a touch of sophistication but also supports ethical fashion. You can 

style this designer handbag for women with a dress or even carry it on a date night when you want to 

rock your minimalist look. 

Key Features:

● LWG-certified premium Italian leather

● Distinctive trapezoidal silhouette with soft structured gussets

● Sturdy top handle with a twist lock and detachable shoulder strap

● Spacious main compartment

Black Miki Shirt - Worn by PV Sindhu

PV Sindhu, known for her impeccable style on and off the badminton court, recently wore the Black Miki 

Shirt from Perona. This stylish women's shirt combines the luxurious feel of premium silk crepe with the 

edgy detail of leather plackets. Its rounded single-button cuffs offer a sleek finish, making it a perfect 

blend of sophistication and modernity. PV Sindhu styled this shirt with beige flared-pant, which really 

looked stunning. So, now it’s your time to show off your look inspired by PV Sindhu-approved style. 

Key Features:

● Premium silk crepe with leather detail

● Rounded single-button cuffs

● A signature piece from Perona’s collection

Black John Overshirt - Endorsed by Abhay Deol

Abhay Deol, a famous Bollywood actor known for his unique style, chose the Black John Overshirt for a 

recent appearance. This overshirt features a structured cotton denim build, offering both comfort and 

durability. With a shirt-like point collar and buttoned cuffs, it’s an ideal pick for those who prefer a 

minimalist yet fashionable wardrobe. You can style this overshirt with black pants to match Abhay Deol’s 

signature look. 

https://www.perona.com/collections/the-handbag
https://www.perona.com/collections/women-shirts


Key Features:

● Structured cotton denim

● Shirt-like point collar with buttoned cuffs

● Minimalist, practical design

● Features patch pockets

Final Words

Embracing celebrity-approved fashion doesn't just mean following trends. It's about making conscious 

choices that reflect your personal style and ethical values. Perona’s collection, beloved by celebrities and 

fashion enthusiasts alike, offers both style and sustainability, making it a prime choice for those looking 

to make a statement with their wardrobe. 

So, what are you waiting for? Incorporate these statement pieces from Perona into your closet and step 

out in style, just like your favorite stars!
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